the thought field
Kuwait is on Fire with TFT
– Your Group Can Be Too!
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This past October, I had the opportunity to go to Brazil
for several presentations and they all responded with
much excitement... and I am going back in a few weeks
to teach our newly updated Optimal Health course.
Last month I went to Kuwait for the second time
to teach Optimal Health, and they too are excited,
literally on fire with TFT... and the number of people
they are able to help is growing daily. Many have
shared their stories with me. I’ve included some of
the cases in this newsletter so you can see the kind of
things they are helping with their new skills gained in
the Optimal Health and Voice Technology in this issue.
Click here to find one near you.
But first, I want to share one of the tools they use to support one another. Our
lead trainer, Nawaf Al Othman, has done an amazing job of sharing TFT and
supporting the new practitioners. One of them writes about their WhatsApp
support group. It is something I think many areas/regions could benefit from so I
am sharing it with all of you.
Dear Joanne,
Greetings and hope my email finds you well.
It has been a great pleasure and a bliss meeting you in the optimal health
course in Kuwait, your amazing efforts are highly appreciated and I’m
personally so grateful for you, Nawaf and Safia.
During the course, Safia mentioned to you that we have a TFT (WhatsApp)
group, which is a gathering on a phone instant application, as per my
conversation with her, I passionately decided to give you further details on
that:
- Within this group, there are 243 TFT practitioners from all over the Arab
world, mainly from the GCC.
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- The purpose of this group
is to share TFT knowledge,
spread further awareness on
its effectiveness and constantly
emphasize its role towards
better health.
- As per the group admin rules,
all participation should only
be relevant to TFT and should
take place prior to 10 pm unless
there is urgently required TFT
for sudden cases.
- The practitioners within the
group share their own applied
TFT stories and experiments as well as their clients’ stories and end results.
- Some of them seek help when they are facing sudden feelings, and also
when they are stuck with a client during a session especially if the SUD is not
going down.
- Majority of the participants are highly active and the gathering is similar
to a training course with instant feedback on TFT cases to achieve positive
results.
- The effectiveness of the group participation and discussion have exceeded
the expectations of its initial creation goal.
TFT has opened for us a door towards healing. We now have a tool that is
simple and very effective to help us face life challenges and achieve physical
and psychological balance to reach the highest level of health and inner
peace. For ourselves, our loved ones and our communities.
I hope this brief has been beneficial and has given you a broader picture
about this group.
Looking forward to hearing from you.
Have a great day,
Best Regards,
Dr. Amna Al Shaikh Al Zaabi
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New Algorithm and Boot Camp Trainers on the
Arabian Peninsula
The amazing results that these trainees are experiencing has led to five new
trainers, four at the Algorithm level and one at the Algorithm and Boot Camp
level. One of them, Darine Jbara, shares with us what one of her client has
experienced:
Darine, everyone needs to see this! I came across your account by pure coincidence
through your sister. The day before she showed us what you do, my therapist (psychologist) that I had been seeing weekly for a year had told me I should consider anti-depressants because I had reached a point where I was having death thoughts and became very
careless.
I contacted you and I was desperate, I know psychology and I know anti-depressants
aren’t bad, I believe in them but I just didn’t want to depend on meds. I was self-medicating with alcohol and other substances.
I came to you and in one session, we sorted 2 major issues I was dealing with, and we sorted them in the first session. I left your house back to myself and happy. The image that I
couldn’t get over from my childhood and that hurt me disappeared.
The following session with my therapist (second day), he said I should stop therapy because I no longer need it. I left your house and called mom out of feeling like it and not
obligation.
I thought I looked fat despite everyone telling me I am thin. I looked in the mirror and
felt I am fat, we did TFT and you had a mirror and I looked at it, I realized I am really a
size 2 (and for over a year before that i was paying 100$ per month to a dietician who
did nothing)!
I have had the best 5 months of my life after TFT, I am grounded, i love life and I know
now that what you really want and need in life, you will get when you really believe in it!
My boyfriend had bugged me for a year about going on a guy’s trip alone; I ignored him
and wanted to just go with him. A week ago, he told me it’s no longer a guy’s trip and
please come! I can’t give TFT justice but even all my friends saw its impact on me. After
our second session you told me why don’t I look in people’s eyes when I talk; you caught
me, I had a self-confidence issue! I told you how this disappeared and made me more
confident! I can’t say more! TFT has been my savior and I am forever grateful.
And I didn’t mention that I am no longer afraid from snakes.
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Zero Point Energy Field and Passive Healing Support
As many of you know we have long recommended Rescue Remedy. It was one of the
first ways Roger found that would correct psychological reversal or negative polarity
back in the early ‘80’s. As I mentioned in my news e-zine early last month, we have
some new passive healing tools that we have tested with both HRV, voltmeter and now
Aura photography. We are using a technology from Germany that neutralizes the field
and brings the vibration to that of a healing level. We apply this to various products.
I have experienced results with this myself with my dental implants. In the past my
body has rejected dental implants – three times they were placed and then had to
be removed. I finally resorted to a bridge. Then last year when I needed to have two
teeth extracted I decided to try one more time. I had my dental implant posts placed
in one of these field converters and then placed in my mouth. I had no swelling or
pain and they healed beautifully. This has given me a whole new, healthier option for
my dental reconstruction.
Another recent example was from one our trainers who had
been using Rescue Remedy on a large injury/tumor location. I
sent them a tube of Rescue which had been transformed in the
zero field converter. When they used it, they noticed a significant
decrease in the redness and swelling by the next morning.
In TFT, we are very aware of the importance of maintaining
positive polarity and demonstrate this with a simple voltmeter
during our trainings. We have seen these items also change
negative polarity to positive polarity in these demonstrations.
We believe that this technology further enhances the healing properties of items like
Rescue and the new Shungite products we are using.
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We have been creating some new tools for supporting healing that we use along with
TFT. As they can help us maintain a higher vibration and positive polarity, I believe they
allow TFT tapping reach deeper and more consistent levels of healing. Click here to
see what other tools we have available. We are now having these new tools available
for attendees to experience and to do further testing at our Optimal Health courses.
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TFT RESULTS
Safia and Amna tested the new Zero Pt. Energy Shungite
necklaces while at the Kuwait training, using a Bio-Well
measuring Device. Here are the results:
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WELL-BEING
Thought Field Therapy® Well-Being Retreat...
April 30 - May 5, 2018
Whether you’re a medical professional, therapist, TFT practitioner—or simply someone
who is interested in using TFT to improve your health—you can benefit from working
with our team of highly qualified integrative health professionals and TFT specialists as
together you work on restoring, enhancing and amplifying your physical, emotional and
spiritual health.
We’ll spend five full days focused on YOU—not only helping you heal, but also helping
you begin a whole new life…one that’s vibrant and full of energy. One that you control.
Over the years, we’ve had hundreds of requests for a program like this—and we’ve only
just now found the perfect location and the qualified experts who can truly deliver on
the promise of assessment, healing and reawakening.
If you’ve ever wanted to:
•

Overcome a lingering health challenge or handle chronic
conditions that just won’t go away…

•

Find out what’s behind your fatigue, joint pain, malaise, or disinterest in activities
you used to love…

•

Wake up every morning in the optimum mental state to perform at your peak potential…

•

Go through your day full of energy and ready to tackle life’s biggest opportunities…

•

…We’re inviting you to join our group of outstanding healing experts who will focus
on your needs and help you discover the way to optimum health for you.

CLICK HERE FOR FULL DETAILS!
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TFT CASE STUDIES
From Fear of Clowns to Attracting Abundance
One of our new trainers attended our first Optimal Health in Kuwait last year
then returned this year. She has sent me over 10 cases demonstrating how she
is applying her new skills. I am sharing a couple of these with you.
The first is an example of how complex what appears as a simple phobia when
toxins are involved and also how past trauma can also be relevant. The VT diagnostic process was necessary for her success.
Case No.6 Client’s Age: 9
Gender: Child (Boy)
Reason of requesting a session: Coulrophobia (Phobia of clowns).
The session was requested by the mother of the child. His fear of clowns started when he
was two years old on a trip to Disneyland where he had his first interaction with a clown
character. He was terrified and he started to cry. Second interaction was two years later
at the same place, this time he was with his uncle and he started to be aggressive and he
had a strong reaction when one of the clowns was trying to play with him.
Although he is nine years old now, he still cries and screams every time he sees clowns
in any occasion and as a reaction to that he runs to his mom and he refuses to let her
go. This type of attitude causes a great embarrassment to the mother who is a TFT
practitioner. She tried the fear algorithm to solve this issue but of no use.
She requested a phone session, I asked her to prepare a sample of clown character
and place it in front of her son. The tapping points were complex, with lots of points
tapped and I asked him to drink water. SUD was still the same, so we applied the collarbone breathing technique and the SUD was reduced by one point. I diagnosed some
new points – he drank water. More points - SUD started to be reduced Step-by-Step
which was an indication for Toxin Energies. When I checked with the mother she confirmed that he had Corn flakes (Normal) and Hanene -traditional sweet made of milk,
dates and Wheat- (Tested as aToxin energy). After checking with the mom, I discovered that all dairy products are Toxin energies for the boy and he was coughing during
the test.2nd 9 Gamut Sandwich: was applied, he drank more water and his SUD was
reduced to 6, then picture was changed on his Ipad and he started screaming and he
decided not to continue the session.
I requested the mother to take him to the washroom then to hug him and that was the
end of our session.
I checked with the mother if she had any difficulties during her pregnancy with her son,
at first, she said that it was nice and easy especially that he is her first child, then she
remembered that she faced some complications at the last week of her pregnancy.
The umbilical cord was wrapped around the fetal neck, she was so scared and when
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she gave birth, the baby was in a bad shape, he was born with blue and purple spots
all over his body. The mother was terrified of the idea that she might lose him and she
didn’t express her feelings at that time.
She cried very strongly as she spoke about this incident for the first time in her life. I
asked her to apply the Trauma Relief Tapping Algorithm and I asked her to cut off Toxin
Energies for ten days. After ten days of our session the mother placed a clown picture in
front of her son and he didn’t show any disturbing reaction. He admitted that clowns are
normal human in Costume.The mother was happy and she shared her experience with a
TFT practitioners group.

Attracting Abundance – A Common Challenge for Many
Case No.5 Client’s Age: 36 Gender: Female
Reason of requesting a session: Married, Wealth lady but feels she doesn’t have
full access to her wealth.
The client owns different types of properties (Real estate, Inheritance, liquid assests)
but feels she doesn’t have full access or control of it. She lent her brothers money, but
they never returned the borrowed money. Lessors of her real estate don’t pay the rent.
She was feeling irritated about not being able to speak her mind or even expressing her
feelings and defending herself and demanding her rights.
She wants to buy a specific vehicle “Maserati”, and she believes that she has the ability
to buy it in cash, but still she is annoyed by the lack of her cash flow.
I noticed that physically she is so skinny so I tested and started with the root chakra
clearing with TFT techniques. Initially I applied the 5PR’s. The session then turned to a
deep yet friendly conversation about how to deal with others in life and how to set her
own rules and personal boundaries.
After two days following our session she texted me saying that she received an official
approval for a land purchasing request, that she had submitted, ten years back!!!
She received a call from the competent authority in order to collect her new land’s official documents.
At the same time one of her brothers contacted her to return an amount of money he
borrowed from her earlier.
She was shocked and thrilled at the same moment of having all these amazing results
and how she is manifesting financial abundance in her life. I asked her to apply the
trauma relief algorithm. She promised that she will purchase the Maserati in 2018 and
she will use it to pick me up from the airport on my next visit to her country.
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TFT ON ZOOM
Scanning the Thought Fields of TFT – Intermediate (Causal Diagnostic) Level
The first video conference on Jan. 17, 2018 exceeded expectations. Nine of us spent a productive hour discussing the developments of new algorithms. We reviewed the criteria for Algorithms before John Steuernol presented his work with a pattern coming up very often when
working with chronic conditions. We also discussed using the language of the unconscious in
tuning the thought field to be treated.
To see the conversation, go to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klumX2mDd4A
The group agreed to meet again in 2 months on Mar. 21 at 9AM PST for one hour. We will start
with a discussion of Psychological Reversal. All five of the PR’s now used with be described with
test statements and applications. This is video call is open to all who have completed the Causal
Diagnostic level of trg. Please email any questions you would like answered rlbray@rlbray.com
Time: Mar 21, 2018 9:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: https://zoom.us/j/534266171
Please pass this notice and the following notice on to all who may be interested.

Scanning the Thought Fields of TFT – Novice and Basic (Algorithm) Levels
This live video conference is open to all who have completed a live or online TFT Algorithm (Basic) course. This conversation is also open to beginners who have seen a Callahan Techniques®
Thought Field Therapy demonstration, short training, or just read a book, for example “Tapping
the Healer Within” or “No Open Wounds: Heal Traumatic Stress NOW”.
Review and Discussion of the 5 types of Psychological Reversals and corrections now used in CTTFT. Future meeting topics and formats to be decided if this proves to be useful. Please email
any question to rlbray@rlbray.com
Topic: Scanning the Thought Fields of TFT - Novice and Basic (Algorithms)
Time: Feb 21, 2018 9:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: https://zoom.us/j/968889497

I would love to see some of you join me in Paris for the
2’nd Annual Energy Conference May 26-27, 2018
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TFT ONLINE TRAINING

New! The Official Thought Field Therapy® Algorithm
Course …Now Available in Video.

Now you can take the “live” TFT Algorithm training course online! It’s an four part video
workshop with workbook, manual and more… PLUS you can also get certified as a TFTAlgo practitioner. Join Joanne Callahan in this online training workshop and discover the
power of TFT Tapping.

Click here to get started...

TFT DIAGNOSTIC TRAINING
TFT-DX - The diagnostic approach to
helping others.
Boot Camp Home Study - On Sale Now!
Our Advanced Home Study Course:
The Easiest Way To Learn To Help Others Using Thought Field
Therapy®
The TFT Boot Camp Home Study is for those wanting to experience the training given at the live Boot Camp event, but can’t
make the time to travel to a Boot Camp. (To get certification
TFT-Dx you’ll need to attend a live event.) Our ALL NEW TFT BOOT
CAMP HOME STUDY takes the best of each level of TFT and puts
it all together into one comprehensive program you can learn at
home.
Get more details here.
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ADDITIONAL TFT HELP
Personalized 30-Minute TFT Tapping Sessions.
An easy and affordable way to get private help. We’ve set aside a
limited number of sessions to work privately with those who want
to get a highly focused 30-minute consultation. In this private
session, Joanne Callahan will lead you through the individual
tapping sequences for your specific challenge or problems.

This is a great opportunity to work with the co-developer
of TFT on a one-on-one basis, to get your personal tapping
sequence that you’ll be able to rely on for long-term relief.

Click here for more details.

FOR PROFESSIONALS:
The Latest Advancements in TFT Are Here In This Course. This level is
where we introduce and test all new protocols.
We have added some new destinations around the world so more of you
have the opportunity to learn these powerful tools. Just look at some of the
exciting places you could join us in just the first 6 months of this year:
Sao Paulo 			
San Diego			
Wintergreen Resort,
London, 			

Brazil
California, USA
Virginia, USA
United Kingdom

Click Here for Details
Callahan Techniques, Ltd. • PO Box 724, Nellysford, VA 22958 • www.RogerCallahan.com
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The Boot Camp combines the basics of TFT-Algo
and the full TFT-Dx training into an intensive
2-day course, saving you both time and money.
This Boot Camp is hands-on training, practice and live demonstrations.
Attendees have the chance to work on personal issues and many experience
resolution of these issues during the weekend. Attendees receive all the
materials included in the Diagnostic Training. This material allows you to
diagnose and determine the precise sequence of tapping required to
quickly help most psychological problems and daily stresses. CE’s available.

Join Us At A TFT Boot Camp Near You
www.RogerCallahan.com/bootcamp

“I have heard so much about the power
of TFT and want to be able to add it to
my practice, but I don’t have the time
or need to learn all the levels of training
and comprehensive theory. Can’t you
just give me the most effective tools to
add to my practice.”
I would like to thank you for a lifechanging weekend! Since I learned
my first algorithm my life was never
the same! Now I can’t imagine living
the rest of my life without TFT! Your
instruction and guidance is very much
appreciated! I’m proud to have joined
such a wonderful organization and I
do believe we will change many more
lives together! Marjorie Alayon
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